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FOR4RD

In July 1975, the Office-of Planning, Budgeting, and Evaluation (OPBE)

of the United States Office of Education (USOE) contracted with the American

Institutes for Research (AIR) to develop and field test a data capture and

dissemination system which would provide information for improved consumer

protection in postsecondary education. Postsecondary student aid programs

administered by USOE have helped many thousands of students to obtain an

education they may not otherwise have received; ho lever, some schools have

engaged in questionable or abusive practices which have frustrated student

attainment of the desirable educational goals envisioned by the Congress

in establishing these programs. It was toward the curtailment of such

practices that the study was directed.

This report presents the final rationale and design for AIR's work,

which is to be accomplished during the period of October 1975 to October

1976. It reflects the results of a two month literature search conducted

by AIR staff (reported separately by Carolyn Helliwell as AIR Technical

Report AIR-52800-11/75-TR, 1975). It also reflects welcomed comments by a

number of interested and concerned persons in response to the original AIR

Technical Proposal, Brief, and two Preliminary Study Design and Analysis

Plans distributed during the first three months of AIR's contract. Among

the persons whose comments have been most instrumental in shaping this final

plan are: Drs. Salvatore Carrollo and William Green, OBPE; Mr. John Proffitt

and the members of USOE's Accreditation and Institutional Eligibility Staff

(HIES); Mr. James Ashman of National Computer Systems, Minneapolis; and the

14 members of three Project Advisory Panels (listed in Attachment A). To

them should go credit for many useful and sound aspects of this plan; the

blame for any impractical and unwise aspects which remain should fall upon

the authors of this report.
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INTRODUCTION

The 1972 Amendments to the Higher Education Act (HEA) of 1965 moved

the federal government further than ever before into a position of direct

financial support for postsecondary students rather than higher education

institutions (Wolanin and Gladieux, 1975). The clear intent of Congress was

to create a more open market in which students would be free to select from

a wider array of postsecondary education options. The universe of institu-

tions made eligible to accept federally-aided students includes public,

private, and proprietary (profit-seeking) collegiate institutions of higher

education, and public and proprietary occupational training schools; it also

includes postsecondary schools in foreign countries and hospital-based

schools of nursing and the allied health occupations.

In accordance with the "open-market" intent of the 1972 Amendments,

legislators (e.g., U.S. Congress, 1975), policy analysists (e.g., Orlans et

al., 1974), independent national organizations (e.g., Federal Interagency

Committee on Education [FICE], 1975), and government officials (e.g., Bell,

1975) have called for a stronger federal system for protecting students- -

the ultimate consumers of -postsecondary education--from occasional abuse

or malpractice by schools which participate in the HEA student assistance

programs, including the Guaranteed Student Loan Program (GSLP) and the Basic

Educational Opportunity Grants (BEOG) program. The calls have, been occasioned

by well-publicized articles in the popular media (e.g., Carper, 1974;

Wentworth, 1974; Boston Globe, numerous dates; Chicago Tribune, numerous

dates), congressional hearings (e.g., U.S. Congress, 1974)

and the findings of federal agencies (e.g., Pugsley and Hardman, 1974) to

the effect that consumer abuses and malpractice by postsecondary institutions

are not isolated events and constitute a real and present threat to the

success of the student assistance programs. An analysis (Behr and Babington,

1974) of the topics of 540 student complaint letters received by USOE's AIES

between 1969 and mid-1974 showed the folloviing breakdown:

Lack of suitable refund policy 28%

Misrepresentation in advertising and
illegitimate enrollment practices 27%

Faulty instruction, learning facilities,
physical plant 25%



Inadequate job placement services

Abusive school management practices

Other complaints

10.5%

4.5%

4.5%

Of course, student complaints are not always reflective of school

abuses; students are as capable as other human beings of making mistakes

and inappropriately voicing petty gripes. Nevertheless, documented cases of

institutional fraud, misrepresentation, and lack of even minimally adequate

disclosure to students present clear justification for efforts aimed at

improving the consumer protection function in postsecondary education.

The Regulatory Approach to Educational Consumer Protection

The regulatory approach to education consumer protection, as applied

by USOE1, has its basis in federal statutes dating back to the Veterans

Readjustment Act (G.I. Bill) of 1952. Basically, this approach involves

granting initial eligibility to only those postsecondary institutions and

programs which can meet certain specific prerequisites: (a) state licensing

or chartering; (b) accreditation by private non-governmental accrediting bodies

or state agencies recognized by the U.S. Commissioner of Education for this

purpose; and (c) compliance with federal non-discrimination guidelines.

More specifically, USOE's Advisory Committee on Accreditation and

Institutional Eligibility (ACAIE) and Accreditation and Institutional Eligi-

bility Staff (ALES) have functioned since 1968 to orchestrate a-system of

determining initial eligibility for postsecondary educational institutions

to participate in various federal student assistance programs, including many

outside of USOE. This eligibility determination system depends upon independent

judgments rendered by the state licensing agencies and private non-governmental

and (in some states) state accreditation bodies.IACAIE/AIES are 6wowered

(--to formulate and publish accrediting guidelines, and to approve state/private

accrediting bodies which are found to comply with these guidelines. Only

state/private accrediting bodies with approved procedures and jurisdictions

may qualify for participation, in the sense that their "accreditation" can

1

,It should be noted that the Veterans AdMinistration (VA) and Federal Trade
Commission (FTC) also have separate regulatory approaches aimed at protecting
educational consumers and preventing misuse of federal funds. It is beyond
the scope of this project to deal with these approaches, except to the minor
extent that they utilize USOE eligibility determinations in their own regula-
tions. See O'Niell.(1975) and FTC (1975).
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function as an aspect of eligibility for federal funds. Periodic reviews

of accrediting body policies are conducted by AIES and failure by an accredit-

ing body to comply with the guidelines followlq initial qualification may

result in suspension or termination of "USOE approval."

ACAIE/AIES have authority to limit, suspend, or terminate "USOE approval"

of an accrediting body or agency, once the approval has been granted, if

it can be clearly shown that the body practices accrediting procedures which

are in violation of the ACAIE/AIES guidelines. This has been done only

three times to date, and only then in cases where the accreditation was not

being used by member institutions as an avenue for federal program eligibility.

AIES has shown a preference for-less drastic persuasion, attempting to move

accrediting bodies slowly toward a posture of more stringent "regulation"

of the ethical practices and policies of member institutions.

ACAIE/AIES do not have direct authority to suspend or terminate a post-

secondary education institution from continuing eligibility to participate

in federal student aid programs, even in a case of blatant consumer abuse.

An AIES-recognized accrediting body may suspend or terminate an institution's

accreditation, presumably for being in violation of accrediting body rules, a

step which affects the institution's continuing general eligibility to parti-

cipate in the various federal programs. Similarly, state licensing agencies

may suspend or terminate the license of an institution for failure to comply

with state licensing requirements and laws, a step which also affects the

school's continuing general eligibility to participate in federal student

support programs.

The Orlans et al. (1974) policy analysis contains a review of the

historical evolution of government policies for determining eligibility to

participate in federal student assistance programs. One of the major con-

cluslons of the study was that USOE's eligibility d termination system is

inadequate for protection of students--the ultimate consumers of the educa-

tional services which are paid for in part by these assistance programs.

This conclusion was justified mainly by USOE's partial reliance on the

private non-governmental accreditation bodies to curb consumer abuses. Orlans

et al. reasonably concluded that these bodies, as representatives of their

"volunteer" institutional constituencies, were unlikely to act strongly to

detect or control abusive practices. Even though Orlans et al. tended to

-3-
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overlook the fact, accrediting bodies have never claimed to be in a position

to monitor or police the operational practices of their member institutions

for consumer protection purposes. Nevertheless, all recognized accrediting

bodies have now assumed an AIES-required mandate to promote "ethical prac-

tices" and "equitable refund policies" of all their member institutions

To our knowledge, no systematic study has ever been done to determine how

or to what extent this mandate is actually enforced in practice by accredit-

ing bodies. Our own observations have led us to an impression that great

diversity is allowed in the definition of "ethical" and "equitable," es-

pecially among regional accrediting bodies whose members include large public

and private non-profit institutions of higher education.

Similarly, many states do not have strong regulations which control

the operating practices of licensed or chartered schools (cf. Clark, 1974).

As demonstrated by AIES' investigation of the Boton Globe series on

vocational school abuses, moreover, even strong state regulations may go

almost unenforced due to lack of funds and personnel for monitoring and

prosecution.

An overlooked fourth party in the above "tripartite" regulatory system

is the individual student aid program within USOE. All of the administrative

divisions have the authority to publish regulations which they judge to be

necessary for the "adequate administration" of their own programs. There

can be no question that this authority carries with it some consumer pro-

P tection responsibility. However, guidelines have only recently been published

to allow the Guaranteed Student Loan Program to limit, suspend, or terminate

the eligibility of individual institutions in the case of proven violations

of GSLP regulations. No such guidelines currently exist for other USOE

student assistance programs.

A Non- RegulatoryApproach to Educational Consumer Protection

At the other end of an imaginary "regulatory" continuum is the, consumer

protection approach advocated by many student groups and non-government

consumer advocates. This approach has not been widely used or supported by

the government to date. Basically, it is the "forewarned is forearmed"

method which involves supplying prospective enrollees with information

about institutional practices which copld lead to consumer abuse. The critical

-4-



assumption here is that the potential student should have the opportunity

to make an informed choice to avoid or deal appropriately with potentially

abusive institutional practices. A further assumption is that informed con-

sumer choice will eventually either force a change in an institution's

objectionable practices or force the institution out of the educational

marketplace. The potential strength of this approach is the fact that it

does not depend on further government regulations or changes in existing

government regulations. The recent development of an Office of Consumer

Affairs within the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare suggests

that there is serious official interest in further promotion of a non-

regulatory approach to educational consumer protection.



ROLE OF THE AIR PROJECT

Depending on the time one has to devote to the task, one can discover

almost an infinite number of published suggestions on how to improve the

consumer protection function in postsecondary education. Helliwell (1975)

documents those the AIR staff were able to uncover and abstract during a

brief two-month span. These are mostly variations on what we have called

the "regulatory" approach. Depending on one's particular point of view,

one can find arguments for:

turning the entire regulatory function over to the states and
improving their regulatory effectiveness;

turning the entire regulatory function over to the private accredit-
ing bodies and improving their regulatory effectiveness;

turning the entire regulatory function over to a super federal
agency; or

any combination of the above.

The Eligibility Task Force of the Institute for Educational Leadership

at George Washington University has nicely summarized 11 separate proposals

(1975, pp. 14-17) along with a hotline number to call for any new suggestions.

Without speaking to the relative merits of those proposals, we do not regard

it as the role of this project to become embroiled in this controversy. We

view our task as one of developing and field testing methods of improving

the consumer protection function within existing regulations. The "tripartite"

(i.e., states, private accrediting bodies, and USOE--both AIES and the student

assistance programs) system, with its multiple checks and balances and pro-

visions for due process and eventual public oversight, seems both salvable

and worth salvaging.

One of the major and continuing complaints voiced by those who would

suggest revisions as well as by the participants in the existing system has

been lack of sufficient mutual communication; this results in a lack of

awareness about actions taken and knowledge existing within the limited sphere

of responsibility of the other involved parties. It is our considered opinion

that this is the major problem in improving the consumer protection function-

ing of USOE's existing system. To improve this system, we believe there

needs to be a common core of data which can be regularly circulated among

all involved parties. Furthermore, the same data are exactly those which

-7-
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could be so useful to consumers in improving the functioning of a "non-

regulatory" approach to'consumer protection, by educating potential consumers.

In the next section of this paper, we will examine the nature of this data

core and possible mechanisms for its collection. It should be made clear

that USOE has made no commitment to the implementation of any data sharing"

system that might be developed and field tested by this project. In the

event implementation should later prove desirable,ihowever, we have conducted

informal interviews to explore administrative options for such a system. As

a result of these interviews, it was concluded that the National Center for

Educational Statistics (NCES) was a logical and appropriate place for the

collection of institutional data within USOE. NCES officials have shown

some interest in this possibility; NCES has the essential capabilities for

both surveying in the postsecondary school area and auditing, both internally

and externally, for the purpose of verifying data accuracy.
1

The system

could in fact be incorporated into NCES' Higher Education General Information

Survey (HEGIS) and Annual Survey of Occupational Training Schools. However,

since NCES is basically a service organization, a request for the develop-

ment of such a system would have. to come from elsewhere in USOE.

In view of its present role as coordinator of initial institutional

eligibility screening for all of USOE's student assistance programs, the

logical and appropriate place for such a request to originate is AIES-or

elsewhere in the Bureau of Postsecondary Education. AIES would pass along

summaries of institutional data to the major participants in USOE's insti-

tutional eligibility screening/termination system, i.e., the individual USOE

aid program divisions (and their regional offices), the private independent

accrediting bodies, and the state licensing, accreditation, and chartering

agencies. These participants, in turn, would be encouraged to add additional

data to the system which are unique to their own domains and responsibilities.

1
iThis is also in line with policy recommendations recently received by

NCES (see Christoffel and Rice, 1975).



CONSUMER PROTECTION DATA

In the previous section we discussed the need for a common core of

data which could be shared by the various participants in USOE's eligibility

screening/termination system as well as by consumers themselves. In this

'section we will discuss the nature of this data core and how it might best

be collected and disseminated.

A Definition of Consumer Protection Data

It is important to note at the outset a distinction between information

needed for improved educational decision making and information needed for

consumer protection. The latter is but a small subset of the former. In

making decisions about whether or not to seek a postsecondary education,

what type of education to seek, what institution to attend, etc., students

need a great deal of information. Needed information includes not only

the various options available at particular institutions and the requirements

and costs of each, Jt also insight into the world of work and an individual's

own goals, interests, abilities, li itations, etc. Information of this type

is a great aid in decision making. However, students also need to know about

institutional practices which can mi lead them in their decision making and

frustrate their goal attainment once a decision has been made. Only the

latter type of data, the limited subset of consumer protection data, is of

interest for the purposes of this project\A

What are some institutional practices which can mislead students and

frustrate even well-made decisions? Admittedly, there is a thin line

between "sharp" business operations and educational malpractice. Because

of the inconsistent network of federal, state, and local regulations which

govern postsecondary education, practices which are potentially illegal in

one location may be permissible in another. Furthermore, because the pattern

of regulations is constantly changing, through new legislation and judicial

reinterpretation, practices which are acceptable at one time may

be illegal at a later time. Consumer advocates generally agree, however,

that abuse depends on creating conditions which lead the consumer to make

a decision that: (a) is based on inaccurate or incomplete information; and

(b) is not in his or her best interest.



The first task of this project was to build a taxonomy of practices

for which there could be general agreement that "this is clearly abusive."

Using the AIES student complaint file mentioned previously (i.e., Behr and

Babington, 1974), a two-stage 20% random sample (Table 1) was performed for

the purpose of detailing:

the exact nature of the complaint;

its antecedent conditions (i.e., the cause, in terms of pre-
cipitating conditions existing in the school);

the resolution; and

comments on how the student might have best avoided the situation.

Attachment B presents 13 categories derived from 242 such "incidents"

extracted from the sample of 115 complaints, along with several actual

example incidents for each category of perceived abuse. These categories

(listed in Table 2) were further validated by a search of the consumer

complaint files of the Federal Trade Commission) and the previously mentioned

literature search (Helliwell, 1975). A fourteenth categqry was subsequently

added, dealing with lack of school financial stability. Examples primarily

concerned cases where schools had closed without warning, leaving students

with unpaid loans and no recourse for obtaining the educational services for

which they had paid.

The nature of the universe of complaints and documents with which we

had to work provided one major bias which must be made explicit at this time.

All of the consumer complaints we examined and most of the consumer protection

literature involved non-public occupational training institutions. However,

a look at the 14 complaint categories will lead even an ardent supporter of

higher education to conclude that the institutional abuses reported therein

are not practiced solely in occupational training institutions. It must

reasonably be concluded that the nature of occupational training, the con-

tractual implication of learning a specified "skill" for a specified amount

of money, contributes to an atmosphere in which the student is more likely

to complain. The zeitgeist of media exposes on "predatory" occupational

training schools supports this atmosphere. Conversely, the unspecified

(perhaps unspecifiable) nature of higher education's goals make it extremely

1

The assistance of Mr. Robert Badal of the Federal Trade Commission was
invaluable in the conduct of this search.

14



Table 1

SAMPLE OF COMPLAINTS RECEIVED BY AIES BY YEAR

Year
Entire
File Percent

Original
Sample Percent

Final

Augmented
Sample Percent

1969 10 2% 1 1% 2 2%

1970 60 10% 12 15% 18 16%

1971 106 17% 19 23% 25 22%

1972 161 26% 25. 31% 30 26%

1973 154 24% 16 20% 23 20%

1 Jan -
1 July 1974 43- 7% 4 5% 5 4Z

1 July 1974
1 July 1975

TOTAL

96

630

15%

101%*

4

81

" 5%

100%

12

115

10%

100%

* Does not total 100% because of rounding.
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Table 2

SUMMARY OF DERIVED COMPLAINT CATEGORIES

1. Inequitable refund policies and failure to make timely tuition and
fee refunds.

2. Misleading recruiting and admissions practices.

3. Inadequate instructional programs.

4. Inadequate instructional staff.

5. Lack of necessary disclosure in written documents.

6. Inadequate instructional equipment and facilities.

7. Lack of adequate job placement services (if promised), and lack of
adequate follow-through practices.

8. Lack of adequate student selection/orientation practices.

9. Inadequate housing facilities.

10. Untrue or misleading advertising.

11. Lack of adequate practices for keeping student records.

12. Excessive instability in the instructional staff.

13. Misrepresentation or misuse of chartered, approved, or accredited
status.

14. Lack of adequate financial stability.

16
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unlikely that "victims" of abusive practices will perceive a sound justifi-

cation for complaining or will actually render a formal complaint, even if
they do perceive justification. Paradoxically, the academic freedom which

is so important for preserving the independence of intellectual inquiry in

higher education makes it more likely that abusive practices will go un-

examined and will be perpetuated longer than in the area of occupational

training.

Indicators of Abusive Practices

Indicators are events or derived numbers which can be used to periodically

gauge the direction and magnitude of complex processes. While there rarely

is a one-to-one correspondence between indicators and:the underlying processes

they are intended to represent, indicators nevertheless afford convenient

opportunities to assess trends and provide useful insights into what is

happening over time. Indicators may be conceptualized along a dimension

of correspondence with reality, ranging from close correspondence (e.g.,

freight car loadings) to slight correspondence (e.g., Gross National Product).

Experience with economic and social indicators has shown that the further away

an indicator progresses from its underlying causative events, the more difficult

it is to collect and interpret--to use in making decisions. A long history

of standardization and empirical validation is often required in order to

interpret indirect indicators, while direct indicators can be used more

rapidly, collected and interpreted, on the basis of their face validity.

In the present case, indicators were desired which could help a large

number of interested parties make judgments about a very complex concept

known as "consumer abuse." It was apparent that the concept was multi-

dimensional and that potential indicators could vary greatly in directness,

or the degree to which they corresponded with reality in postsecondary

institutions. Our analysis of the types of decisions to be facilitated by

consumer protection indicators, for both regulatory and non-regulatory

approaches, led us to believe that more direct indicators, such as the

frequency with which a certain abusive practice occurs in an institution,

would be more useful initially than more indirect indicators, such as an

institution's "dropout" rate, "placement" rate, etc. These indirect indicators,

because of their tendency to react to multiple sources of causation, are

highly susceptible to misinterpretation. More seriously, comparisons based

on such indicators may be easily influenced by factors which are beyond the

-13-17



power of an institution to control, such as entering student ability, labor

market fluctuations, previous student employment history, etc. All are also

very difficult to collect from institutions in any standardized manner, so

that comparisons among self-reported "rates" for consumer protection purposes

may be biased by large methodological variance.

It was therefore decided that primary attention in this project would

be paid to indicators which constituted direct, descriptive information

subject to relatively clear interpretation by potential recipients and

suppliers alike. Indirect indicators have been formulated to the extent

possible, so that the time-consuming steps of standardization and empirical

validation can be at least initiated during the present project. Specific

indicators and data analysis procedures to be utilized are discussed later

in this report.

A Note on Data Collection Mechanisms

The most desirable mechanisms for obtaining indicators are those

which provide accurate data without imposing a new reporting burden; they

result from new analyses and reporting of already collected data. Are

data on school practices (see Table 2) sufficient for consumer protection

utilization now being collected?

Some higher education experts have suggested that data from already

existing federal data collection-mechanisms, such as the Higher Education

General Information Survey (HEGIS), could be used to provide consumer

protection indicators. Ignoring the relative inaccuracy and long publica-

tion lag time of HEGIS data and HEGIS' limited institutional coverage

(only degree-granting institutions), it is important to point out that

HEGIS-type data, as published in USOE's Education Directory, are not of the

consumer protection type as defined earlier.

Currently the USOE student assistance programs also gather some form

of data from participating institutions. These data are defined as those

necessary for the "adequate administration" of the program. They basically

concern the numbers and characteristics of enrolled students, amounts of

financial aid awarded, etc. Even though data on school practices could

possibly be required under the "adequate administration" requirement, no

USOE programs apparently collect such data currently.

16
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An example of potentially relevant data which are currently collected

would be those obtained by private accrediting teams during institutional

site visits, especially ratings of program and faculty quality. However, it

is clear that the publication of these confidential ratings, even if it

could somehow be mandated, would invalidate them for their primary purpose,

which is institutional self-study and improvement. Lack of recency is also

a major problem, since accreditation site visits occur only twice every

decade, on the average.

As another example, the audited fiscal reports on an institution's

financial condition, submitted yearly to accreditation bodies and to some

state agencies, probably contain relevant clues to the existence of consumer

abuses. We hope that the current cooperative efforts of organizations such

as the National Association of College and University Business Officers, the

American Institute of Certified Public'Accountants, the National Center for i

Higher Education Management Systems, and USOE will produce some simple,

direct indices of an institution's financial health which can be derived

from these fiscal reports. We will maintain close contact with them

during this project.

College catalogs have great potential as a data source, because almost

every school publishes an up-to-date, detailed catalog describing its

operational practices. If some standardization in format and disclosure

content could somehow be mandated, no further data collection mechanisms

would be required. Unfortunately, this is a very big and obtrusive IF.
1

In summary, then, it appears that existing mechanisms are not currently

collecting data sufficient to meet consumer protection needs.

The next most desirable mechanisms for obtaining indicators are those

which require the addition of new questions and processing routines to

existing data collection systems. The least desirable mechanisms are those

which require an entirely new data collection system. There would seem to

be no insurmountable barrier to the collection of consumer protection data

via modification of existing systems, although postsecondary education

1

Harcleroad and Dickey (1975) have presented an interesting but very obtrusive
variation of this mechanism in their suggestion that postsecondary institu-
tions should be required to prepare and disseminate an annual "audit" re-
port which would be certified by an external educational auditor, not unlike
a CPA.

i.
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institutions may resist any. effort to collect new data which attempt to
serve the cause of consumer protection. They may do so not because they

are necessarily against consumer protection, but rather because they are

against anything which will result in more paperwork and red tape. They
may harken to the words of new HEW secretary David Mathews that the growing
web of federal controls, regulations, and paperwork is threatening "to bind
the body of higher education in a Lilliputian nightmare of forms and formulas"
(1974). Their concerns are understandable, and all reasonable alternatives
must be examined.

The consumer protection data collection mechanism we envision

coming out of this project would involve from three to five multiple choice

questions for general topic areas such as the 14 referenced in Table 2.

Although completing such items should be the responsibility of an insti-

tution's chief executive officer, the actual mechanics of completion could

(and probably should) -be shared among several knowledgeable officials.

Flexibility of design will be maintained without any precondition on where

this data collection subsystem might ultimately come to rest. As mentioned
on page 8 , however, the most reasonable option presently appears to be

NCES' HEGIS/Annual Occupational School Survey.
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PROJECT INSTRUMENTS

For the purposes of the present project, two separate types of data

collection forms have been developed. They ail be clinically pretested and

then field tested in a small representative sample of postsecondary institu-

tions around the nation. Plans for the pretest and field test will be

presented in the next section.

The Institutional Report Forms (IRF)

Institutional Report Forms (IRF) have been designed to solicit indi-

cators from institutional officials about practices which have been identified

as potentially abusive. Forms have been prepared for degree-granting insti-

tutions of higher education and occupational training institutions. This

allowed simplification of the desired multiple choice item format. Schools

which have both degree-granting and occupational-preparatory programs will

be asked to complete two forms. All indicators have been based on demonstrated

cases of consumer abuse derived from Congressional hearing records and AIES

and FTC consumer complaint files. The two forms are reproduced as Attach-

ments C and D. ,Each form has sections based on the 14 complaint categories

listed in Table .2, and each indicator has a brief rationale which explains what

it is trying to measure and why. These preliminary forms have more indicators

than would actually be needed under operational circumstances; the pretesting

and field testing process will reduce the number of indicators and sharpen the

wording of those which remain. In addition, attempts have been made to

collect indirect indicators such as withdrawal rate and, where appropriate,

placement rate; these rates will be used in the later indicator validation

process.

The Enrolled Student Questionnaire (ESQ)

Enrolled Student Questionnaires (ESQ) will be designed to parallel

the two IRF's. For the field test, ESQ's will be useful mainly in the valida-

tion of institutional reports by providing data on the perceptions of cur-

rent consumers regarding a school's operational practices.

The longer run intent of the ESQ would be to provide a possible

mechanism through which institutional data could be partially validated

and standardized indicators of a school's dropout rate, withdrawal

rate, and placement rate-could ,ba:obtained. As mentioned previously,

such indirect indicators are useful for consumer protection purposes
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only if they can be collected under standardized conditions and only then

if corrections can be made for causative factors which are beyond institu-

tional control. Administrative difficulties inherent in collecting any

kind of data directly from students probably will prohibit actual implementa-

tion of an ESQ-based consumer protection data collection mechanism. Again,

however, flexibility of design will be maintained without any preconditions

on eventual implementation options.

The ESQ's are not reproduced in this document; however, as with the

IRF, each indicator will have a brief rationale which explains what it is

trying to measure acid why. More indicators will be included than would

eventually be asked under operational circumstances.

Pretesting and Field Testing the Data Collection Forms

The two draft instruments (IRF and ESQ) will be pretested in eight

schools in Santa Clara County, California. Strata will be identified for:

(a) ownership status (public and proprietary), and (b) types of school (four-

year collegiate, two-year collegiate, and postsecondary occupational [two

replications per cell]). The sampling frame will be constructed using the

USOE Education Directory and the yellow pages of the telephone directory in

order to cover the entire target universe of institutions. To permit as

simplified a multiple choice item format as possible, the instruments

(Attachments C and D) will be tailored to the specific type of school(s)

in each cell. Pretesting will consist of individual interviews with school

personnel and enrolled students (no more than eight per institution) to

solicit their subjective judgments regarding the feasibility and utility

of each IRF/ESQ item.

Following the pretest and consequent revision of the data collection

instruments, a formal field test will be conducted. To better generalize

the findings of the field test to the population of eligible institutions in

the target universe (stated on page 1 of this document) it will be useful

to select a carefully stratified sample of schools. Included in the field

test sample will be 45 schools drawn by cluster (city) from three states.

An estimated 4500 students will respond to the ESQ (an average of 100 per

school; random sampling and differential weighting procedures will be used

in schools with very large enrollments). As presently conceived, the sampling

plan will include strata for: (a) stringency of state licensing require-
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merits (e.g., very stringent, moderately stringent, and not stringent) con-

founded with geographical region; (b) ownership status (e.g., proprietary,

private non-profit, and public); and (c) school size (e.g., large, medium,

and small) confounded with type of school/institution (e.g., four-year

collegiate, two-year collegiate, and postsecondary occupational). There

will be two replications per cell for medium-sized two-year institutions

and small occupational institutions. The universe of schools in the sampling

frame will be identified through checks with the NCES directory file, AIES

and accrediting agency approved school lists, and yellow pages of telephone

directories in selected cities. For every sampled school a backup school

will also be selected for use in the event the primary school cannot or

will not participate.

To secure the participation of the 45 sampled institutions, the chief

administrators of the schools will be contacted first by letter and then by

telephone to follow up on the initial mail contact. The contact letter and

call will explain the nature of the field test, the minimal time require-

ments, and the potential advantages to the school of participating (e.g.,

feedback of the ESQ responses from their enrolled students). Assurances

will also be given as to the confidentiality of the IRF and ESQ field test

data. In this regard, the student questionnaires will be designed so that

the cover sheet, containing student name and an informed consent statement,

can be detached from the body of the questionnaire prior to student com-

pletion. Final form design, printing, and mailing will be carried out by

National Computer Systems (NCS) of Minneapolis, Minnesota. Both the IRF

and ESQ will be designed to fit an optically scanned response format.

To further encourage the participation of sampled institutions, the

cooperation of regional and national accrediting bodies and school associa-

tions will be solicited in announcing the field test. Designated backup

schools will be immediately contacted in the event a primary school either

cannot be contacted or is unwilling to participate. Each school contact

person will be offered an honorarium for completing the IRF, and each student

will be offered payment for the approximately 30 minutes of his/her time spent

in responding to the ESQ.

AIR staff will visit all participating schools to observe the completion

of the IRF (and check the accuracy of the responses) and, if possible,



personally administer the ESQ to either the entire student body or, for

larger institutions, a representative sample of it. Comments of school

staff and AIR staff observations will be formally recorded. A special

effort will be made to collect and compare the independent responses of

different officials within the same institutions. Randomly selected students

will be informally interviewed following their completion of the ESQ to

collect, their perceptions of how useful information on abusive practices

would have been to them at the time they were considering which school

to attend.



FIELD TEST DATA ANALYSES

Initial Processing

NCS will perform the initial processing of the field test data from

the IRF and ESQ. The ESQ data will be optically scanned and verified, using

only an arbitrarily assigned school ID number so that no individual students'

responses can be identified. A semi-secure file, matching school ID number

and school name, will be created and maintained at AIR. No NCS-generated

reports or raw data summaries will identify schools by name. After the ESQ

data have been processed, data summaries (e.g., marginal item tabulations)

will be promptly returned to the participating schools, following review

for accuracy, by AIR staff.

A comprehensive school master file will then be created at AIR by hand

coding and keypunching; it will contain raw or weighted (if appropriate)

percentages of the ESQ item responses along with the IRF item responses,

which will also be hand coded. This 45 school master file will be augmented

by external data, such as GSLP-calculated loan default rate, if available,

and state chartering or approval agency personnel ratings of "institutional

probity," if available.

Construct Validation

In effect, each of the 14 topics on the IRF/ESQ instruments represents

an empirically-derived "construct"--a specific type of potentially abusive

practice. The major purpose of the field test, aside from providing sub-

jective information on the practicality of the IRF and ESQ instruments, is

to provide a data base for the validation of these constructs. For th-e

purpose of deriving constructs, item scoring procedures will be developed.

Each IRF and ESQ item in a topic area will be capable of yielding a score

of from zero to two, depending on item weights assigned to produce

approximately normal score distributions if at all Possible. If

sufficient variance can be achieved, within and between construct product-

moment correlations will then be computed and "multitrait/multimethod"

matrices established for inspection. If the constructs do have validity,

"within construct" correlations will be higher than "between construct"

correlations, and "within trait" correlations will be higher than "within

method" correlations.
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Empirical Validation

Separate correlations will be computed between summed "construct"

scores and external indicators such as the ratings by knowledgeable state

officials. If the constructs have any empirical validity, these correlations

should be moderately high, provided they are not restricted inordinately by

lack of range.

Indicator Selection

In the event adequate construct validity can be demonstrated, individual

item score-construct correlations will be calculated in an attempt to ident-

ify those items which are the "best" indicators of each construct. In

effect, this will be an item analysis procedure analogous to item selection

in a conventional achievement test. In this regard, indirect indicators

such as school withdrawal rate, dropout rate, and placement rate (as obtained

from the IRF) will also be correlated against construct scores to examine

their relationships to these scores.

2b
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DEVELOPMENT OF DISSEMINATION AND USE STRATEGIES

It is envisioned that d on institutional practices such as those

produced by the IRF would have major utility to the schools themselves,

allowing them to analyze their oWiiStatifslh-relation to AIR-suggested

"standards" of consumer protection. The first dissemination and use strategy

will be directed toward institutions which are eligible for or applying for

eligibility to participate in the USOE-administered student aid program

prescribed in Title IV of the Higiber Education Act of 1965 as amended. The

thrust of AIR's argument for promoting self-policing and improvement will be

that governmental intervention will inevitably grow more and more direct unless

voluntary efforts at identifying and reducing abusive practices begin to pro-

vide more satisfactory results. Sadly, however, some schools are abusing the

educational consumer by conscious choice; these schools are unlikely to be

moved by an effort at sincere self improvement. Under these circumstances,

the only recourse is to the consumer protection approaches outlined in the

beginning of this reporf)

cl For the regulatory approach, a second dissemination and use strategy

will be directed toward the participants in USOE's eligibility screening/

termination system: (a) USOE program administration divisions; (b) private

non-governmental accreditation bodies; and (c) state licensing, chartering,

and accreditation agencies. IRF data will be summa, ;zed in an "early warning"

report format, to be more fully outlined after the general validation process

has been completed. Formal distribution channels, stemming from AIES, will

be identified. Attention will be paid to the nature of each potential

recipient's actual decision options and consequent data needs. In addition,

efforts will be made to identify existing data, unique to particular re-

cipients' own areas of responsibility, which might be added to the "early

warning" report for other users.

. For the non-regulatory "informed consumer" approach, no effort will be

made to directly provide summaries of IRF-type data. Instead, efforts will

concentrate on instructing consumers on how to obtain and use necessary

consumer protection data on their own, from the published documents of a

school, via a school visit, from 4.state regulatory agency or private

accrediting body, etc. This constitutes a third "dissemination" and use

strategy.
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Drafting and Pretesting User Guides

For each of the three separate dissemination and use strategies des-

cribed above, separate explanatory user guides will be developed. The

purpose of the user guides will be to help insure that each set of potential

users has at least the prerequisite knowledge and skills necessary to apply

consumer protection data to its own decision making needs. The guides for

educational consumers will contain additional information on how to facilitate

postsecondary educational decision making in general, even though the con-

sumer protection purpose is more limited to the issue of finding out about

and dealing appropriately with questionable institutional practices. In-

struction on how and where to complain effectively will also be included.

Options for large-scale dissemination of this guide, including commercial

publication, will be explored.

A formal pretest of the draft user guides will be conducted at AIR.

Representatives from at least three distinct groups of potential users of

consumer protection information will be asked to furnish structured reactions

to the guides. These groups include: (a) institutional administrative per-

sonnel; 0)) regulatory body personnel; and (c) students, parents, and school

counseling and guidance personnel (secondary and postsecondary). Feedback

obtained from these individuals will be used to revise the guides before

they are printed in final draft form.



LIMITATIONS

-Several 'obvious limitations of the study as presently outlined should

be made explicit. First, and most important, it is unrealistic to expect

that the problem of lack of communication and coordination among the diverse

array of agencies and groups involved in educational consumer protection

can be resolved in the time available to this project. AIR staff feel that

USOE, by sharing through its AIES a common core of descriptive, process-

oriented institutional data such as we hive outlined, will receive and will

have a mechanism for further sharing more information from other parties

outside USOE. This is nothing more than a reasoned judgment on our part.

To improve the sharing process, AIR staff will make suggestions about

possibleformal mechanisms which might be developed, such as periodic train-

ing conferences -On the topic of sharing consumer protection data, techni-

cal assistance efforts, and newsletters.

Second, we have suggested no formal auditing system for the consumer

protection data collection and dissemination mechanism.
4

We have suggested

a system of self-auditing and potential auditing by the regulatory users of

the data. In other words, USOE would be in the position of saying to the

states, private accrediting bodies, USOE adMinistrators, etc., that "these are

the data as reported and verified by the institutions themselves; if you are

going to use them in any regulatory or early warning sense, you need to

check their accuracy yourselves." Given the present distaste and lack of

support evident for further formal guidelines and regulations, in government

generally and in postsecondary education specifically, we feel that this is an

entirely reasonable and potentially productive position. The responses of

consumers, using a non-regulatory approach, and the responses of postsecondary

institutions themselves, will dictate -the success of this project. Ultimately,

a responsive position is of benefit to both students and schools, lest the

Congress tire of constant negative'publicity and drastically curtail the

student assistance programs. Hopes for immediate positive responses must

be tempered by reality, however: one only needs to ponder the success of

printed hazard warnings in limiting cigarette sales.
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Third, it must be recognized that the outcome of this study will be a

preliminary, partially-validated data collection and dissemination mechanism.

To be seriously considered as input for any regulatory approach, the mech-

anism should undergo a much more extensive (3-5 year) period of empirical

validation and refinement. The primary goal of this longer run validation

would be to test the degree to which the data could identify in advance

institutions which later come to be viewed by authorities as abusive.

Fourth, certain types of schools, such as correspondence schools,

postgraduate institutions, professional schools, etc., are not going to be

included in the population of schools to which this data collection and

dissemination system will be addressed.. Although some overlap will no doubt

occur, no claims for complete institutional coverage are made.

Fifth, this study is directed toward institutional abuse of the student

consumer. In making this statement, we fully realize that in the past stu-

dents have deliberately abused schools .and the state and federal assistance

programs. We feel that studies addressing these problems have deservedly

received lower priority.

Finally, we do not view this project as the definitive effort in

educational consumer protection. We are aware of and hope to work with and

complement other important efforts in this area. We will always welcome

constructive criticism and comment on this study design and analysis plan.
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Attachment B

Types of Complaints in
AIES Complaint Files

(in order of frequency)

Sample size: 115

Sample of classifiable student complaints: 105

Many students complained of several facets of a school's operation; therefore
incidents collected from the 105 complaint descriptions total 242.

1. Thirty-seven complaints concerned lack of tuition and fee refunds or
refund policies. Examples are:

a. S was told by the school that there was a refund policy if S was dis-
satisfied after three months and that her loan was 100% transferrable
to another school. The refund period was, in fact, only one week.

b. S was due to be drafted at the time he considered enrolling in school.
The school representative assured S that the school could get him
deferred, so he enrolled. But he received his induction notice soon
thereafter, and informed the school immediately. He was refunded only
$25 of the $175 tuition.

c. S provided written notice that she was dropping out of the program for
personal reasons. The director assured her that she would lose her
$50 down payment only. She was billed for $417.

d. S was advised that she could drop the program after five days and lose
only $25 and that her loan would be stopped. She later received a bill
from the bank for $181 owed it.

e. S notified the school in writing that she did not desire to enter
classes and that a refund was requested. S said her contract entitled
her to a rebate but she hadn't received it yet.

2. Thirty-six complaints concerned misleading recruiting practices. Examples
are:

a. S was promised by the school sales representative that the school was
equipped to teach mechanical drafting. When S began classes, he found'
the instruction to be in architectural drafting with no other drafting
courses available.

b. The school told S that for every new student recruited by a current
student, the current student would get four units of course credit.
Also, if a new student brought four friends with him, he would not
have to pay tuition.

c.. The school has dropped an airline course, but is still enrolling
students in the course and then informing them that it has been dropped.

d. The sales representative quoted starting salaries in the field as
higher than they actually were, and said that jobs were easy to find
when in fact they were not.

e. The sales representative said he was from the Veterans Administration
and it was his job to help veterans further their education. He

offered S's wife a job locating veterans in the phone book.
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3. Thirty-one complaints concerned inadequate instructional programs.
Examples are:

a. S's first quarter courses were very elementary and S was dissatisfied.
The computer lab consisted of "a few typewriters and two keypunches,"
and instruction in computer operation was not included as part of the
course.

b. The school was supposed to provide full-time day classes in progamming.
The class in programming was in fact offered three nights a week.

c. S felt that the school was teaching her about office machines during
The first three months of the course and that this left too much infor-
mation to be learned in the second three months.

d. The secretarial course did not include accounting and only very little
bookkeeping.

e. Home study lessons were inflated, repetitious, sometimes trivial and
offered little preparation for field training.

4. Twenty-six complaints concerned inadequate instructional staffs. Examples
are:

a. The teacher appeared never to have been an auto mechanic and would
read to the class from a manual.

b. The teacher taught "above his student's heads." He would assign
reading from the required texts and never discuss the material in class.

c. S attended early sessions of the class but dropped out because the
teacher "didn't know what she was talking about."

d. Instructors were generally hostile and were unwilling to provide indi-
vidual assistance.

e. Instructors paid little attention to the way answers were written,
though this was supposed to be an important part of the course of
instruction.

5. Twenty-six complaints concerned lack of necessary disclosure in written
documents. Examples are:

a. S missed "a few classes" and was informed that she had been dropped
from the school. No policy on absenteeism had been announced.

b. S signed a promissory note but it said nothing about the bank carrying
The loan,

c. S was given her course schedule, which did not list her homeroom
class. She was unaware of the class and so didn't attend it. After
two weeks, she was informed that she would not be credited with
attending school for that period.

d. S registered for a course costing $655. Within a month, the school
informed S that the price had increased and that he was obligated to
pay the increase.

e. The contract stated that dismissal was to occur only for violating
rules of attendance and conduct in class. S did not violate any of
these rules; he couldn't learn as fast as the instructors wanted, but
was dismissed nevertheless.
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6. T-renty complaints concerned inadequate instructional equipment and
facilities. Examples are:

a. The school was overenrolled with students on loans, so classes were
crowded and restroom facilities inadequate; also laboratory materials
were inferior.

b. S couldn't continue her accounting courses because the books were not
available.

c. S found that the school did not have necessary electronics lab equip-
ment, as represented.

d. Equipment was inadequate for the number of students in class; also,
it was "defective."

e. The only equipment available was a tune-up machine and one old auto
engine for demonstrations.

7 Twenty complaints concerned lack of adequate job placement and follow-
through. Examples are:

a. S requested assistance from the school (promised in the catalog) in
getting a full-time job. The school felt that since S had a part-time
job, they had no obligation in this area.

b. The school placement director had little experience in placement or in
the computer field. S was told to prepare a resume indicating that he
wanted a data processing position, though he was trained in programming
and felt the two areas were not the same.

c. S was promised a job within three to four weeks of arriving at the
school. When he arrived, he was told that he would have to wait two
to three months.-

d. Though the training offered by the school was in medical assisting,
the job leads they offered S were only for typing jobs.

e. The school was supposed to provide placement assistance so S could get
a job while there. They provided a newspaper and left S on his own to
find a job.

8. Nine complaints concerned lack of adequate student selection/orientation
practices. Examples are:

a. S has had only a ninth grade education but was not asked about her
previous education when she enrolled.

b. The school was enrolling students without the ability to benefit from
training offered. S was enrolled by a school salesman without any
interviewing or testing. Later he was tested with the following results:
moderately retarded, hearing, speech, and coordination problems, and a
reading problem.

c. S was told that the school enrolled only students with aptitude in the
area, but S found students in her classes who did not speak English.

d. S was given a short test on the basis of which the school said she could
do the work. She spent nine months in classes which were too difficult
for her.

e. Classes were below S's level. There was minimal counseling available.
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9. Nine complaints concerned lack of adequate housing facilities. Examples
are

a. Housing was filthy, and S couldn't move without being dismissed from
school.

b. S was accosted by two men in the school-operated dormitory.

c. Housing was poor: thievery, dope raids by police, and minimal recrea-
tional facilities. Also plumbing did not work properly, and the smoke
residue from a fire in the building had not been cleaned up.

d. S was promised housing which was not provided.

e. The housing arrangement was supposed to be four to an apartment;
there were in fact six in each.

10 Eight complaints concerned untrue or misleading advertising. Examples are:
a. S saw ads for a data processing course being offered by the school, but

when she went to enroll, she was told that the course was not available
and that she should enroll in programming instead.

b. The school provided misleading promotional material regarding the type
of position for which training qualified a graduate, the availability
of job interviews at the school, and the availability of airline jobs
to graduates.

c. School literature said S would have extensive experience in a truck
simulator. He received less than one minute in the simulator.

d. The sales pamphlet promised 3 educational advisors, 11 faculty, an'
many part-time instructors. There was in fact only one instructor
for the entire class of 62.

e. The school pamphlet said that the school was accredited, that teachers
were well qualified, and that the school had special training labs with
closed circuit TV and other equipment. None of this was true.

11 Seven complaints concerned lack of adequate recordkeeping practices.
Examples are:

a. S received a bill for a loan that the school said had been cancelled.
The school couldn't find S a job so they refunded his $50 fee the next
day and told him the loan and admission papers were cancelled; yet he
later received a letter from the school stating that he had been attend-
ing school and was financially responsible.

b. S completed his course but didn't receive his diploma. After some
correspondence, they sent him a diploma in General Accounting, but did
not want to issue a CPA diploma because they had lost his records.

c. The school mistakenly enrolled a practicing attorney in a course
designed for undergraduates.

d. S mailed a reinstatement form in with a home study lesson, seeking to
be officially reinstated in the course. He received grades on the
lesson but no acknowledgement of receipt of the form.

e. S's course was terminated by the school, and when he contacted them
they couldn't find his records or answer his questions.



12. Seven complaints concerned instability of instructional staff. Examples
are

a. S received excellent grades in math but was unable to continue in
This area "until a new teacher was hired." None was.

b. The school indicated that it had a complete electronics course with
the necessary instructors. S found that there were several changes
in instructors while he was enrolled.

c. S spent several months in her course without a teacher.

d. S's class had six different instructors in one year, each with a
different method of teaching.

e. The teacher was absent one to two days a week for the first seven
weeks of the class.

13. Six complaints concerned misrepresentation with regard to accreditation.
Examples are:

a. The technical school managed to secure Guaranteed Student Loans for
some of its students by processing them through an accredited local
business school. The technical school itself was never accredited.

b. Both the school catalog and the sales representative said the school
was accredited, but neither explained the type of accreditation or
that the school credits would not be accepted at other schools.

c. Credits from the school were not transferrable even though the sales
representative said they were.

d. The school representative said the school had full accreditation as
a Florida high school. S found out that this was not true.

4
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Introduction

Please respond to the following questions with regard to the current

status of this institution. Unless otherwise indicated, questions

about institutional documents and operating practices refer to currently

disseminated documents and current prevailing practices. If changes in

documents or practices are planned in the near future, please respond

as requested, then note the planned changes in the area reserved for

questions/comments.

The intent of these questions is to determine as accurately as possible

the degree to which this institution functions to protect the consumer

rights of its students and prospective students. No institution is

perfect in this regard. This project is an attempt to improve the con-

sumer protection function in all postsecondary education institutions.

All responses to this form will be held in strictest confidence. No

individual or institution will be identified specifically in any summary

or report of the data generated by these responses. An AIR staff person

will be present at all times to answer any questions or concerns you

may have.

Thank you very much for your assistance.
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Refund Policies and Practices

Rationale for this t)pic: One of the most common sources of student

conplaints about p,,st.se,iondary educational experiences is institutional

failure to refund tuition and fee payments. Institutions are clearj

justified in requiring advance tuiti'on'and fee pdyments'and-retaiOing a

i,r', tPeRc cover processing 7.1,7 the leoent

otudent withdraws fel, reasonable cause. However, it is generally

:hat as insti:tutions sh)uld have a refund polic Stating dl'earlii wq

under what oon63;'-!fcx refunds will b6 gran'ted. antes' should makd t;:t

1,-.Punds (a7ithou: -;nrrd:nate delay) to students who Fbide,by stated

77zere is less general a.22,6,',n,ln,l; but strong supp;r1

for pro rata refund policies, in which students, r:,.e've q refund Equal

pr,Tortion to the percentage of instruction theij did .not rece:ve,

minus a fair amount tooreimbUme institutional prucessinglcosts.

1. Does this institution require payment of any of the following fees

br chargesin'adva-nce of matriculation ors, c1 attendance?

(Check all that apply)

0 'tuition

0 room and board charges

0 student activity or registration fees in excess of $50

othestUdent.fees'in-excess Of $50

2. Does this institution have a written refund policy? (Check all

that apply)

No.

Yes, and it is available for inspection by all students.

Yes, and it is printed in the school catalog.

Yes, and it is distributed at no cost to all enrolled students.

Yes, and it is distributed at no cost to all prospective students.

Other, please describe.



Rationale for item 2: The more widely distributed the written refund
policy statement, the less likely students and prospective students are
to be misled or maintain false expectations. The significance of a "yes"
response for school catalog distribution will be evaluated by the degree
to which catalogs are made available (see page 13, item 1 ).

If you checked "no" to item 2 above, skip the following items and go on
to the next section.

3. Does this institution's written refund policy specify the following
items? (Check all that apply)

0 Which fees and charges are refundable and which are not.
0 All conditions which students must meet to obtain refunds.
0 How to properly apply for a refund.

0 A pro rata refund formula by which students pay, in effect,
only for the instruction they have actually received.

0 Any non-refundable
application processing fee or other types

of fee exceeding $50.

0 The maximum elapsed time between receipt of a valid refund
request and the issuance of a refund.

0 Other, please describe.

4. What is the maximum elapsed time allowed by your institution's refund
policy between receipt of a valid refund request and the issuance of
a refund? (Check one)

0 no maximum elapsed time specified

0 10 days or less

0 11-15 days

0 16-25 days

0 26 days-one month

0 more than one month
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5. Does this institution's refund policy include .a provision to the

effect that payments which are received by school salespersons or off-

campus recruiting agents are automatically refunded unless reaffirmed

by the student within a specified time? (Check one)

0 no

o yes

Rationale for items 3-5: These are aspects of refund policy which

be desirable in certain types of institutions. Students need to know

7ohen they qualify for a refund and how they must apply for it. Also,

students should be able to assume that institutions will process valid

refund requests within a reasonable period of time. Large non-refundable

application or processing fees should be avoided ifpossible'and shou7d

never be applied without ample advance notice to enrollees and student,::.

Pro rata tuition policies are required for veterans receiving benefits

from the Veterans AdMinistration. "Cooling -off" and reaffirmation

periods are impCsed on vocational traning'schools'in some states to curb

the use of "hard sell" techniques by sales representatsves.
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Recruiting and Admissions Practices

Rationale for this topic: There is a fine line between innovative,

active recruiting practices and abusive recruiting practices. The latter

are one of the moat frequently cited topics of student complaints, yet

active recruiting is becoming more and more essential for institutional

survival in this time of declining enrollments. The present topic area

attempts to inquire about techniques which have a high potential for

causing abuse, as judged by common sense, recent literature, and documented

student complaints.

1. Does this institution employ salespersons or recruiting agents whose

compensation or salary is based wholly or in part on commissions?

(Check all that apply)

0 No.

0 Yes, based on the number of students they enroll.

0 Yes, based on the number of students they enroll who actually
attend classes.

0 Yes, based on the number of students they enroll who complete
a training program.

0 Other, please describe.

Rationale for item.1: Salespersons who are compensated by a school

according to the number of students they enroll are operating in an in-

centive structure which encourages them to give out misleading information

and encourage unqualified applicants. Certain techniques can be used to

at least partially modify this incentive structure.

2. Does this institution have a written policy which governs recruiting

and admissions practices? (Check all that apply)



0 No.

0 Yes, and it is available for inspection by all students.

0 Yes, and it is printed in the school catalog.

o Yes, and it. is distributed at no cost to all enrolled. students.

0 Yes, and it is distributed at no cost to all prospective students.

0 Other, please describe.

Rationale for item 2: The more widely distrib'tt, the written recruf.ting

and admissions policy statement, the Zess Zikei students and prospecivc

students are to be misled or maintain false expectations. The significanc,?

of a "yes" response for school catalog distribution will be evaluated bly

the degree to which cataZogs are made available (see page 13, item 1 ).

If you checked "no" to item 2, go on to item 4.

3. Does this institution's written recruiting and admissions policy

specify the following items? (Check all that apply)

0 A code of ethical practices which lists proscribed recruiting
techniques.

0 A requirement that prospective students visit the institution
prior to enrolling.

0 The completion,of a signed enrollment agreement which describes
costs, payment requirements, and educational services to be
provided by the institution.

0 A requirement that enrollments accomplished off-campus by
salespersons or recruiting agents be automatically cancelled
unless reaffirmed.by the student within a specified time.

0 Other, please describe.

4. Does this institution have an "open admissions" policy, i.e., one

which states that -ill applirants will be admitted regardless of

qualification? (Check one)
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0 No. (Qualifications are imposed.)

- 0 Yes. (No special qualifications are imposed.)

0 Yes, except that a high school diploma, or its equivalent,
or a minimum age, is required.

0 Other, please describe.

Rationale for item 4: If an institution has an essentially "open"

admission policy, then it should also have certain admissions procedures

to assist students who may be underqualified to seek out and.utilise

remedial services. Failure to do so is taking unfair advantage of under-

qualified students in the pretense of "giving them an opportunity." The

next item asks about these procedures.

If you checked "no" to item 4, go on to the next section.

5. If this institution has an "open admissions" policy, does it have

the following services for entering students? (Check all that apply)

0 An admissions placement test that can be used to assign
students to at least two different course options.

0 Course offering remedial instruction in basic English.

0 Courses offering remedial instruction in basic mathematics.

0 Advanced placement for students who have previous related
training or experience.

0 Other, please describe.
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Instructional Programs

Rationale for this topic: There is no intent in this section to gather

indicators of the "quality" of an institution's Instructional program.

This is a complicated task better handled by the accreditation and approval

process. The intent of this section is to gather descriptive indicators

,f inst.itutional rraoidcs which are viewed as essential for the maintenal,c,,

,;272 improvement of quality. In the occupational/vocational area, students

(and employers) generally expect training to result in certain very speciV(t

outcomes. If tte institution does not talt: definite steps to see

that these outcomes are, achieved in its graduates, r.t is in danger of

malpractice. We have definitive catalog of such steps (ifwe did, we

would start a school); oe have included practices about which there is

general agreement.

1. Does this institution maintain advisory committees on curriculum.con-

tent which include representatives of potential employers? (Check one)

0 No.

0 Yes, for some of the occupational/vocational training program
areas offered at this instiiution:

0 Yes, for all occupational/vocational training program areas
offered at this institution.

Rationale for item 1: Institutions lacking such advisory bodies tend

to insulate themselves and their curricula from current practices and

tochno,logy in business, industry, and government; in so doing they

jeopardize the chances of their students for placement in jobs appropriate

to the type of training which they have completed.

2. If employment in a particular occupation requires it, do this insti-

tution's instructional programs in that occupational area provide for

the following? (Check all that apply)

49
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0 specialized/professional accreditation

0 training on the use of the basic tools and equipment of the
occupation

0 internships and/or supervised practice on the job or in
simulated job situations

0 instruction on topics required for state or professional
certification (in the state in which this institution is
located)

0 Other, please describe.

Rationale for item 2: One of the most common topics of consumer complaints

is the fact that their training did not satisfactorily prepare them for the

job. The above items include some of the often- essential ingredients

of training which, if lacking, represent consumer abuse on the part of the

institution.

3. How frequently does this institution require reviews of the relevance

and timeliness of its occupational/vocational training curricula?

(Check one)

0 Yearly or more often.

0 Once every two years.

0 Every three years or less frequently.

0 No regular curriculum reviews are performed as a matter of
institutional policy.

Rationale for item 3: In the occupational/vocational training area,

relevance and timeliness of training content are essential, lest students

acquire irrelevant or outdated skills. Failure to perform frequent curri-

culum reviews constitutes professional negligence.



Instructional Staff

Rationale for this topic: Unqualified and unmotivated staff provoke

many student complaints; but the determination of staff qualifications

and motivation, like the determination of quality of institutional program,

is problematic. As with instructional program, however, there appear to

certain steps which San be taken to evaluate and improve instructional

staff. All institutions should carry out such steps as a matter of insti-

tutional policy.

1. Does this institution provide for student evaluation of each teaching

faculty member at least once each calendar year? (Check all that apply)

0 No.

0 Yes, for each part-time teaching faculty member.

0 Yes, for each full-time teaching faculty member.

0- Other, please describe.

2. Is teaching competence (no matter how it is evaluated) included as

one criterion in the formal salary and/or tenure review policies of

this institution? (Check one)

0 No.

0 Yes.

0 There is no formal salary/tenure review policy at this
institution.

3. By whom is teaching competence evaluated at this institution?

(Check all that apply)

0 By administrative staff.

0 By other faculty of the same department or program.

0 By students.
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Q By graduates.

0 By self-rating.

0 Other, please describe.

Rationale for item 3: If evaluations of faculty teaching competence are

performed by administrative staff alone, the consumer's perspective is

probably being given short shrift.



Disclosure in Written Documents

Rationale for this topic: Lack of adequate disclosure by an institution

can be intentional or uN;JitentionaZ. If it is intentional and 'students

are misled as a result, he result is consumer abuse. Much more common are

situations in which Zack of adequate disclosure is unintentional, and

students make important educational decisions based on faulty or no informa-

;ion. Student anger when the true facts become known is no less justified

under these circumstances than under circumstances of intentional abuse.

All inst'utions should, as a routine policy, disclose certain important

facts, both to prospective enrollees and already enrolled students. Nor

should students have to exert unreasonable effort to seek out these facts;

they should be written clearly, in common English, and handed, free, to

aZZ. Truly adequate disclosure by postsecondary institutions would go far

toward eliminating the need for most formaZ consumer protection mechanisms.

1. What are this institution's policies for distributing its catalog or

general public information document? (Check one)

0 It is given free of charge to all students and interested
parties on request.

0 It is provided to all parties upon payment of a nominal fee
not exceeding $1.

0 It is provided to all parties upon payment of a fee exceeding $1.

0 One copy, is given free of charge to all enrolled students, but
other parties and students who request more than one copy are
charged a nominal fee.

0 It is not normally distributed but is available for inspection
at a central location.

0 There is no catalog or general public information document.

0 Other, please describe.

If there is no catalog or general public inforMation document, please go

on to item 3.

5,3
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2. Does this institution disclose the following types of information in

its catalog or general public information document? (Check all that apply)

0 Name and address of school.

0 Date of publication of document.

0 Indication of state licensing to operate.

0 Recognition by a state agency as meeting established educational
standards and other related criteria.

0 Official accreditation status currently held through recognized
accrediting agencies..

0 A statement of the accredited status of each program, if only
some programs are accredited.

0 Limitations or sanctions imposed by accrediting associations or
agencies or state approval agencies.

0 A statement of institutional philosophy.

0 A brief description of the school's physical facilities.

0 A listing of those courses actually offered including information
on when they will be conducted in the future.

0 A listing of faculty who currently teach, including their edu-
cation and,-if relevant, experience.

0 Policies and procedures regarding transfer of credits from
A or to other institutions.

0 Educational objectives of each course, including the name,
nature, and level of occupations for which training is provided.

0 Number of hours of instruction in each course and length of
time in hours, weeks or months normally required for completion.

0 Summary of amount and types of equipment to be used in each
course.

0 The maximum or usual class size of each course.

0 For each occupational training course, any standard limitations
on employment opportunities (e.g., medical requirements, licens-
ing, apprenticeship, union membership, age, experience, graduation
from specific courses, etc.).

0 Scope and sequence of required courses in a program.

Policies relating to:

0 tardiness

0 absences

0 make-up work

0 student conduct

0 termination

0 re-entry after termination

Q other rules and regulations on attendance
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0 Grading system, including a definition of ratings, credits, and
units, if any.

0 Requirements for graduation.

0 Statement of certificates, diplomas, or degrees awarded upon
graduation.

0 Statement of all charges for which a student may be responsible
(e.g., tuition, enrollment fees, books and supplies, tools and
equipment, room and board, transportation, library fees, health
insurance, laboratory fees, athletic department fees, etc.).

0 Financial aid programs actually available to students including
any limitations on eligibility.

o Description of the extent of part-time or full-time job placement
assistance, if any, available to students and/or graduates.

Specifics describing the availability and extent of student
services, such as:

0 housing

0 dining

0 counseling

0 parking

School calendar including beginning and ending dates of classes
and programs, holidays, and other dates of importance.

Other, please describe.

3. If increases in any student fees in excess of $25 are planned within the

next year, are they disclosed in writing to all students and prospective

enrollees? (Check one)

0 no

0 yes

Ratfonale for item 3: If stu- nts are going to be subjected to a substantial

inc' ase in fees, they should be given adequate warning.
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4. Do all applicants for student loans at your institution receive

printed documents which disclose the following? (Check all that apply)

0 Their personal repayment obligations.

0 The process for repayment of the loan.

0 The effective annual loan interest rate.

0 The length of time required for repayment.

0. The procedure for renegotiating the repayment schedule
for the loan.

0 Procedures for deferrment or cancellation of portions of the
loan, if applicable.

0 Other, please describe.

Rationale for item 4: Institutions that fail to provide adequate inform2-

tion to students regarding their financial obligations increase the

probability that theso students may renege on their responsibilities after

they are out from under the direct control of the institutions.



Student Selection and Orientation

Rationale for this topic area: Institutions have i peaponsibility to

engage in certain affirmative disclosure practiceo to insure that enrol:o

students are aware of their rights and responsihiliies.

1. Does this institution conduct an on-going program of orientation for

newly enrolled students?

0 no

0 yes

If you answered "no," go on to the next section.

2. Does this student orientation include the following? (Check all

that apply)

0 An orientation newsletter or handbook.

0 Oral or written presentations by students who have been
enrolled for one year or more.

0 Instructions on how and where to voice complaints and grievances.

0 Availability of student financial. aid. .

0 Other, please describe.



Instructional Equipment and Facilities

Rationale for this topic area: Some schools impose outdated or impr,)perlp

functioning equipment on their students. This affects how adequately

graduates are prepared for employment once they complete their instructional

programs. Some schools start new programs but fail to purchase the amou,',

and type of equipment needed to run the program. Both types of iractl,?,

zre abusive.

1.. Does this institution maintain advisory committees on instructional

equipment and facilities which include representatives of potential

employers? (Check one)

0 No.

0 Yes, for some of the occupational/vocational training
program areas offered at this institution.

0 Yes, for all occupational/Vdcational training program
areas offered at this. institution.

.

2. Does this institution annually budget and expend funds for replacing

worn or outdated instructional-equipment?: (Check one)

0 no

0 yes

3. Does this institution annually budget and expend funds for new

instructional equipment sufficient to meet projected program needs?

(Check one)

0 no

0 yes



Job Placement Services and Follow-Through

Rationale for this topic area: Two related topic areas are actually

covered here. If institutions do not claim to offer placement assistance,

it is of course not mandatory that they do so. If placement assistance

is offered, it should consist of certain essential services Zest it be

nothing more than a shoddy sales gimmick. Regardless of whether or not

placement assistance is offered, follow-through (on follow-up of graduaL.8

and alumni) is essentizi as a method for evaluating the relevance and

effectiveness of an institution's occupational training programs.

1. Does this institution claim to offer placement services or assistance

in any of its,advertising or general public information documents?

(Check one)

0 No.

0 Yes, for a fee.

o Yes, for free.

If you checked "no" to item 1, go on to item 4.

2. Does the placement assistance offered by this institution include the

following aspects? (Check all that apply)

0 Assistance in preparing a resume.

0 Formal training in job-seeking and job-holding skills

0 Contacting prospective employers and making job interview
appointments for students.

0 Referral to a commercial placement service.

0 Collation and distribution of "Help Wanted" ads from a newspaper.

0 Assistance in finding part-time jobs.

0 Other, please describe.
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Ratonale for item 2: Any genuine' placement service performs at least 4:4

minimal functions of job development (contacting prospective employers

regarding possible openings), training in job seeking and maintenance

skills, and scheduling interviews for students, for both part-time and

full -time jobs. iky placement service which does not perform these funit',r

is in danger of being a charade.

3. Who is eligible for the placement assistance offered by this insti-

tution? (Check all that apply)

0 Currently enrolled part-time students.

0 Currently enrolled full-time students.

0 Former students who did not graduate.

0 Recent graduates (within one year of graduation).

0 Any graduates.

0 Other, please describe.

Rationale for item 3: None of these persons should be excluded from

placement assistance unless the exclusion is clearly disclosed in the

institution's catalog or other public documents.

4. Does this institution regularly collect data on employment success

(however defined) from the following sources? (Check all that apply)

0 Former students who did not graduate.

0 Recent graduates (within one year of graduation).

0 Employers of recent graduates.

0 Other, please describe.

Rationale for item 4: With the efficiency of modern sampling and follow-

through techniques, even Zack of a large budget is no excuse for not trying

to collect some data on the ultimate desired outcome of occupational

training programs: employment success.

C)

GO
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Advertising Practices

Rationale for this topic: More and more schools are using advertising as

a technique to increase enrollments. Abusive advertising occurs when false,

misleading, or unsubstantiated claims are made, whether or not the abuse

is intentional. All institutions which use the public media in attempting

to attract students should be aware that certain specific practices (which

are in fact illegal in a number of states) involve a potential for abuse.

If the institution chooses to use them anyway, regulatory bodies and

consumers should be made aware of the fact.

1. Does this institution use the following advertising techniques?

(Check all that apply)

o Classified ads in the "Help Wanted" section of the newspaper.

0 "Talent" searches or other pseudo contests.

0 Testimonials or endorsements by persons who were not, in
fact, trained at this institution.

0 Offers of limited time "discounts" on fees for tuition, room
and board charges',, etc.

0 Other, please describe.

2. Does this institution make the following claims in any, of its advertising?

(Check all that apply)

0 Completing the education or training offered guarantees
employhent.

0 Completing the education or training offered is likely to
lead to employment.

o There are connections between this institution and business,
industry, or government employers which result in special
consideration for graduates.

o Scholarships or other forms of no-cost financial assistance
are available when in fact none have been awarded during the
past year.
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0 Recognized experts or other types of well-known persons are
on the faculty when in fact they have no teaching responsibilities.

0 Other, please describe.

3. Does the chief executive officer of this institution (licensed director,

etc.) review advertising copy before it is released? (Check one)

0 No.

0 Yes, some or most of it.

0 Yes, all of it.

Rationale for item 3: The director of an institution should be responsible

for the practices of that institution. If advertising is released without

the director's review, especially'by pdraonnel who stand to gain from in-

creased enrollment, there',..,is' tz higher probability that misleading advertis-

ing will result. ,



Recordkeeping Practices

Rationale for this topic: Institutions which do not adequately maintain

student records in a central location make it extremely difficult for

current and former students to access them when there is a need to do so.

Moreover, if an institution 67.474 cease operations, lack of a record

maintenance poZicy can cause great inconvenience and even abuse of current

and former students.

1. Are individual student records maintained which contain the following

items? (Check all that apply)

0 Total fees paid by the student.

0 Courses taken and completed by the student.

0 Class attendance history in all courses.

0 Academic credits, grades, earned by the student.

0 Financial aid amounts, including loans, if any, received by
the student.

0 Other, please describe.

2. Does this institution have a written policy for maintaining individual

student records in the event of a closure or change in ownership or

control status? (Check all that apply)

0 No.

0 Yes, but it does not insure direct student access for a period
of at least 2 years following closure.

0 Yes, and it insures direct student access for a period of at
least 2 years following closure.

0 Yes, and it is available in writing to all enrolled students.

0 Other, please describe.
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Stability iiistiuctional Staff

Rationale for this topic: One of the most disturbing educational ex-

periences is the turnover of instructional staff during a course. Each

turnover causes extreme disruption and loss of essential continuity.

Furthermore, excessive staff instability is no doubt on indicator of cicepc.i

troubles in an institution.

1. During the previous calendar year, in how many courses offered by

your institution was 'the intiiktor replaced after instruction had

begun? (Fill in the number)

courses

:4

2. This represented. what PerCentige of the total number of courses offered
r

during this"Calendar yeari.jFill'iiv the

perCentage

3. In any courses offered during the previous calendar year, was the

instructor_replaced twice or More often? (Check one)

0 no

0 yes

0

,ti!
6.1
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Representation of Chartered, Approved, or Accredited Status

Rationale for this topic: Students should be accurately informed about

the actual status of an institution with regard to chartering, approval,

accreditation, and any pending legal actions. It is the responsibility

of the institution to provide and not to misrepresent this information.

. Is your institution currently on suspension, probation, or some other

form of sanction for noncompliance with designated standards, by any

of the following? (Check all that apply)

0 a local agency (e.g., Consumer Protection Agency, Better
Business Bureau)

0 a state agency (e.g., State VA Approval Agency, Attorney General)

0 a federal government agency (e.g., Federal Trade Commission)

0 a private accrediting agency or body

0 other, please describe

If you did not check any of the above, go on to item 3.

2. Is (Are) the fact(s) of the above sanction(s) publicly disclosed to

enrolled students and potential students? (Check all that apply)

0 No.

0 Yes, but not in writing.

0 Yes, in writing to all enrolled students.

0 Yes, in writing to all applicants.

0 Other, please describe.



t;atioilaZe for item 2: ingi'iutioAS that have' such sanctions imposed rar

,ublicly disclose the fact, nor do they give out information on the condi

tions or practices which Zed to the sanctions. Although there is the

2hance that the sanot ions were imposed unjustifiably and an institution

nay therefore be going through due process in 'an attempt to have them P.--

moved, it is possible that the sanctions were imposed for good reason. 7hf

facts of the sanction should be made available to students and potential

enrollees.

3. Do.the public representations of this institution:clearly distinguish

between institutional and,specialized program:accreditation, state

VA-approving agency course approvali and state licensing and chartering?

(Check one)

0 no

0' yes

-
onale for item 3: 'InStii;utian'S Sometimes intentionally misrepres,.:nt

th< it stat-us by inferring,it is more comprehensive or presti3i3us than in

z et. Distinctions among the above statuses should always he male cicar.
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Financial Stability

Rationale for this topic: As many regulatory bodies have discovered too

late, it is very difficult to either measure or guard against financial

instability in a postsecondary institution. However, certain practices

are more likely than others to insure that institutions do not close down,

leaving students with no recourse. Regulatory bodies should know about

the practices of institutions for which they are responsible; consumers

should also be aware of these practices.

1. Are the financial records and reports of this institution subjected

to the following audits or inspections? (Check all that apply)

0 Annual uncertified audit by an accounting firm.

0 Annual certified audit by an accounting firm.

0 Inspection by any state regulatory agencies.

0 Inspection by any federal regulatory agencies.

0 Other, please describe.

2. Does this institution have an endowment or retained earnings fund to

pay operating expenses not covered by student tuition receipts?

(Check one)

() no

0 yes

Rationale for item 2: Institutions which do not have such financial re-

sources are forced to rely too heavily on income from tuition to meet their

cash flow needs. When tuition ebbs and flows as it always does, these

schools "teeter on the brink of financial disaster"; indeed, the inability

to get through a dry period of tuition inflow has caused many school

closures.
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3. Do the financial rwIrt*Iptpractjcgs,of this institution report

unearned tuition as assets:

0 no

0 yes

Rationale for item 3 : This is a no-no.

4. Is this institution currently engaged in bankruptcy proceedings or

does it currently plan to enter into formal bankruptcy proceedings

during the next 12 months?

0 no
:1.7." ?1

0 yes,

Rationale for i=te 4:I'hOdts t9ict failing financially will typicail.;

not publicize this fact"torstactenti the actual date they close

operations. Not knobiilg'-thiha'ncia-Z.iDoblems of their school in advan,N2

of a closing ddte,-6tuden;t'iAll aium6'ffriistakenly that the school,

operationally stable and may make longterm financial and other commitmo

based on that assumption.

If you answered "no" to item 4, go on to the next section.

t.
,

5. Does this institution publicly disclose information about bankruptcy

proceedings that are underway or planned?

0 no

0 yes
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Experimental Items

The following items are asked in an attempt to gather data which will be
useful in validating some of the indicators previously collected.

Please answer each to the best of your knowledge. Exact numbers are
not required.

1. What is the average dropout rate of entering students during their

first year of enrollment?

percent of initial first-year enrollment

How do you estimate this rate?

2. What is the average placement rate for occupational program graduates

in training-related jobs during the first year after graduation?

percent of graduates

percent of graduates who sought employment

How do you estimate these rates?

3. What percentage of the currently enrolled student body is receiving

the following benefits?

percent receiving Federally Insured Student Loans (FISL)

percent receiving state Guaranteed Student Loans (GSL)

percent receiving Veterans Administration Benefits

percent receiving Basic Educational Opportunity Grants

percent receiving loans or benefits other than the above

How do you estimate the above percentage(s)?



4. What was the average student loan default rate during the past calendar

year?

percent of total FISL recipients were reported as being in default

perCent.of total GkreCfpi'enti Were reported'aS being in, default

How do you estimate the above percentage(s)?

, -It
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Introduction

Please respond to the following questions with regard to the current

status of this institution. Unless otherwise indicated, questions

about institutional' documents and operating practices refer to currently

disseminated documents and current prevailing practices. If changes in

documents or practices are planned in the near future, please respond

as requested, then note the planned changes in the area reserved for

questions/comments.

The intent of these questions is to determine as accurately as possible

the degree to which this institution functions to protect the consumer

rights of its students and prospective students. No institution is

perfect in this regard. This project is an attempt to improve the con-

sumer protection function in all postsecondary education institutions.

All responses to this form will be held in strictest confidence. No

individual or institution will be identified spetifically in any summary

or report of the data generated by these responses. An AIR staff person

will be present at all times to answer any questions or ioncerns you

may have.

Thank you very much for your assistance.
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Refund Policies mid Practices

Rationale for this topic: One of the most common sources of student

complaints about postsecondary educational experiences is institutional

fallure to pdliind tuition and fee payments. Institutions are clearly

justified in requiring advance tuition and fee payments and retaining a

portion of these payments to cover processing costs in the event a

student withdraws for reasonable cause. However, it is generally a3r,ed

that all institutions should 'have a refund policy stating clearly when

and under what conditions refunds will be granted and should make timay

refunds (without inordinate delay) to students who abide by stated

institutional policy. There is less general agreement but strong support

for pro rata refund policies, in which students receive a refund equal

in proportion to the percentage of instruction they did not receive,

minus a fair amount to reimburse institutional processing costs.

1. does this institution require payment of any of the following fees

or charges in advance of matriculation or class attendance?

(Check all that apply)

0 tuition

o room and board charges

0 student activity or registration fees in excess of $50

o other student fees in excess of $50

2. Does this institution have a written refund policy? (Check all

that apply)

0 No.

0 Yes, and it is available for inspection by all students.

0 Yes, and it is printed in the school catalog.

o Yes, and it is distributed at no cost to all enrolled students.

o Yes, and it is distributed at no cost to all prospective students.

o Other, please describe.
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Ralionale for item 2: The more widely diatributcd the writton refurd
policy statement, the less likely students and prosp!ctive students arc

to he misled or maintain false expectations. The significance of a "yes"

response for school catalog distribution will he evaluated by the degree

to which catalogs ore made availablc. (see page 73, item 1 ).

If you checked "no", to item 2 above, skip the following items and go on
to the next section.

3. Does this institution's written refund policy specify the following

items? (Check all that apply)

0 Which fees and charges are refundable and which are not.

0 All conditions which students'must meet to obtain refunds.

0 How to properly apply for a refund.

0 A pro rata refund formula by which students pay, in effect,
only for the instruction they have actually received.

0 Any non-refundable application processing fee or other types
of fee exceeding $50.

0 The maximum elapsed time between receipt of a valid refund
request and the issuance Of a refund.

0 Other, please describe.

4. What is the maximum elapsed time allowed by your institution's refund

policy between receipt of a valid refund request and the issuance of

a refund? (Check one)

0 no maximum elapsed time specified

0 10 days or less

0 11-15 days

0 16-25 days

0 26 days-one month

0 more than one month



5. Does this institution's refund polfey include a provision to the

effect that payments which are received by school salespersons or off-

campus recruiting agents are automatically refunded unless reaffirmed

by the student within a specified time? (Check one)

0 no

0 yes

Rationale for items 3-5: These are aspects of refund policy which may

be desirable in certain types of institutions. Students rieed to know

when they quali,IT for a refund and how they must apply for it. Also,

stud nts should be able to assume that instiGutio-x will process valid

refund requests within a reasonable period of time. Large non-refundabl,

application or processing fees should be avoided if possible and should

never be- applied without ample advance notice to enrollees and students.

Pro rata tuition policies are required for veterans receiving benefits

from the Veterans Administration. "Cooling-off" and reaffirmation

periods arc imposed on vocational training schools in some states to CU PT,

the use of "hard sell" techniques by sales representatives.
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It r.lg and Admissions Praeliees

Rational,- for this 'topic: There iv a fine line between innovative,

active rcc,uiting prwIlices and abusive recruiting practioes. The latter

are one of tho most frequently cited topics of student complaint::, yet

active reoruiting is becoming more and more essential for institutional

survival this time of declining enrollments. The pmeent topic area

attevt':to inquire about techniques which have a high. Lglential for

causinu abuse, as judged by common sense, recent literature, and documented

studunt

1. Does this institution employ salespersons or recruiting agents whose

componsotion or salary is based Oholly or in part on commissions?

(Check all that apply)

0 No.

0 Yes, based on the number of students

0 Yes, based on the number of students
attend classes.

0 Yes, based on the number of students
a training program.

0 Other, please describe.

they enroll.

they enroll who actually

they enroll who complete

Raiionale for item 1: Salespersons who are compensated by a school

according to the number of students they enroll are operating in an in-

centive structure which encourages them to give out misleading information

and encourage unqualified applicants. Certain techniques can he used to

at least partially modify this incentive structure,

2. Does this institution have a written policy which governs recruiting

and admissions practices? (Check all that apply)



0 'No.

o Yes, and it is available for inspection by all students.

0 Yes, and it is printed in the school catalog.

o Yes, and it is distributed at no cost to all enrolled students.

o Yes, and it. is distributed at no cost to all prospective students.

0 Other, please describe.

Rationale for item 2: The more widely distributed ac written recruitinj

and aJmissions policy statement, the less Zikely.students and prosrective

studr.nts are to be misled or maintain false expectations. The vignificance

of a "yes" response for school catalog distribution will be evaluated by

the degree to which catalogs are made available (see page 13, item 1 ).

If you checked "no" to item 2, go on to item 4.

3. Does this institution's written recruiting and admissions policy

specify the following items? (Check all that apply)

0 A code of ethical practices which lists proscribed recruiting.
techniques.

0 A requirement that prospective students visit the institution
prior to enrolling.

0 The completion of a signed enrollment agreement which describes
costs, payment requirements, and educational services to be
provided by the institution.

o A requirement that enrollments accomplished off-campus by
salespersons or recruiting agents be automatically cancelled
unless reaffirmed by the student within a specified time.

o Other, please describe.

4. Does this institution have an "open admissions" policy, i.e., one

which states that all applicants will be admitted regardless of

qualification? (Check one)
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O No. (Qualifications are imposed.)

0 Yes. (No special qualifications are imposed.)

0 Yes, except that a high school diploma, or its equivalent,
or a mfliimum age, is required.

0 Other, please describe.

Rati.onaZo for il.em 4: If an institution has an essentially "open"

admicsiou poll.ey, then it should also have erviain achiccions proc.aw,r

to assist students who may be underqualified to seek out and utili=

scrri.ccs. Failure to do so is taking unfair advantage of unticp-

qualified c7udonts in the pretense of "giving them an opportunity." Yhr

n,,xt, item ackc about these procedures.

If you checked "no" to item 4, go on to the next section.

5. If this institution has an "open admissions" policy, does it have

the following services for entering students? (Check all that apply)

0 An admissions placement test that can be used to assign
students to at least two different course options.

0 Course offering remedial instruction in basic English.

0 Courses offering remedial instruction in basic mathematics.

0 Advanced placement for students who have previous related
training or experience.

0 Other, please describe.



Rationale for this topic: Unqualified and unmollvatedst provoke

many student eomplainin; but the determination of staff qualificalionn

and mot-ivalion, like the detoroination of quality of institutional prooram.

in problematic. An with instructi-onal pro!irwl, however, there appear to

be certain stops which can he taken to evaluate and improve instructional

staff. gill inntitutionn should carry out sueh clops an a matter of insti-

tutional policy.

1. Does this institution provide for student evaluation of each teaching

faculty- member at least once each calendar year? (Check all that apply)

0

0

0

No.

Yes, for each part-timp teaching faculty member.

Yes, for each full-time teaching faculty member..

Other, please describe.

2. Is teaching competence (no matter how it is evaluated) included as

one criterion in the formal salary and/or tenure review policies of

this institution? (Check one)

0 No.

0 Yes.

0 There is no formal salary/tenure review policy at this
institution.

3. By whom is teaching competence evaluated at this institution?

(Check all that apply)

0 By administrative staff.

0 By other faculty of the same department or program.

0 By students.
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0 By graduates.

0 By self-rating.

0 Other, please describe.

Rationale for item 3: If' evaluations of faculty teaching competence am
pepfor by aa!mLaistrat;vc staff alone, the concumeyds prvspective 7.41

prob,lbly Lcj gi.ven choPt shrift.



Diselof-acre in Written DOCIIIIIents

for this topic: Lack of adequate disclonuve by an institution

can be intentional OP unintentional. If it is intentional (rad studrns

mIsled as a result, the result is consumrr Moll move COMW'W U1 J

situations in which luck of adequate disclosure in unintentional, and

students make in4,ortunt educational decisions baf-ed on faulty or no lnk,,qu-

tion. Student anger when the true facto become known is no less justiff-J

Wider these circumstances than under circumstances of intentional abure.

All insti/u1:ald should, as a routine policy, disclose certain import-ref

facto, both to prospective enrollees and already enrolled ntudento. Nor

should students have to exert unreasonable effort to seek out these faafnl

they should be written clearly, in common English, and haded., free, to

all. Truly adequate disclosure by postsecondary inntitutions would go far

toward eliminuting the deed for most formal consumer protection mechanisms.

1. What are this institution's policies for distributing its catalog or

general public information document? (Check one)

0 It is given free of charge to all students and interested
parties on request.

0 It is provided to all parties upon payment of a nominal fee
not exceeding $1.

0 It is provided to all parties upon payment of a fee exceeding $1.

0 One copy is given free of charge to all enrolled students, but
other parties and students who request more than one copy are
charged a nominal fee.

0 It is not normally distributed but is available for inspection
at a central location.

0 There is no catalog or general public information document.

0 Other, please describe.

If there is no catalog or general public information document, please go

on to item 3.
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for. thi'; institution disclose the following types of information in

its Lat:Sfq or general public information document? (Check all that apply)

0 Name and address of school.

0 I1, Le of puhlicatie of document.

0 Indication of state licensing to operate.

0 Pccoenition by d state agency as weting established educatianal
standards and other related criteria.

0 Official acercditation status currently held through recognized
accreditiffij agencies.

0 A statement of the accredited status of each program, if only
son progret..s are accredited.

0 Limitation', or sanctions imposed by accrediting associations or
agencies or state approval agencies.

0 A statement of institutional philosophy.

0 A brief d.,:scription of the school's physical facilities.

0 A listing of those courses actually offered including information
on when they will be conducted in the future.

0 A listing of faculty who currently teach, including their edu-
cation and, if relevant, experience.

0 Policies and procedures regarding transfer of credits from
or to other institutions.

0 Educational objectives of each course, including the name,
nature, and level of occupations for which training is provided.

0 Number of hours of instruction in each course and length of
time in hour's, weeks or months normally required for completion.

0 Summary of amount and types of equipment to be used in each
course.

0 The maximum or usual class size of each course.

0 For each occupational training course, any standard limitations
on employment opportunities (e.g., medical requirements, licens-
ing, apprenticeship, union membership, age, experience, graduation
from specific courses, etc.).

0 Scope and sequence of required courses in a program.

Policies relating to:

0 tardiness

0 absences

0 make-up work

0 student conduct

0 termination

0 reentry after termination

0 other rules and regulations on attendance

-12-
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0 Grading system', including a definition of ratings, credits, and
units, if any.

Requircments for graduation.

0

0

$tater!-oL of certificates, diplomas, or degrees awarded upon
graduation.

Statem,.,:i. of all charges for Ai eh a studlit may be responsihie
(e.g. , tuition, enrollment fees, books and supplies, tools and
equipmnL, room and hoard, transportation, library fees, health
insorane laboratory fees, athletic department fees, etc.).

Financial aid programs actually available to students includin
any inaiLations on eligibility.

Descriplon of the extent of part-time or full -time job placemnt
assistance, if any, available to students and/or graduates.

Specifics dcscribing the availability and extent of student
services, such as:

0 housing

0 dining

0 counseling

par:;Ing

0 School calendar including beginning and ending dates of clifsses
and programs, holidiys, and other dates of importance.

0 Other, please describe.

3. If increases in any student fees in excess of $25 are planned within the
next year, arc Lhey disclosed in writing to all students and prospective
enrollees? (Check one)

0 no

0 yes

RatIonale for il,cm 0: If etucAnte are going to be eubjeeted to a eubetantial
inore(w," in fLc::, L /2 y ehould be given adequate Warning.
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4. Do all applicants for student loans at your institution receive
prinLed documents which disclose the following? (Check all that apply)

0 Their personal repaymbnt obligations.
7

0 The process for repayment of the loan.

0 The effective annual loan interest rate.

0 The length of time required for repayment,

0 The procedure for renegotiating the repaymnt schedule
for the loan.

0 Procedures for deferment or cancellation of portions of the
loan, if applicable.

0 Other, please describe.

Ratio,1,47,.: for item 4: Inctitvtions lhat fol1 to lmovi..de adrqvcar: infpw-
tion t, dpdc.nt :Pcgzrding thcf.r finanoiai .1..nr!rc 17:c

probublty that ihave stuclqiis may renc.ge on thei after
they ore o%t from under the direct con!-r,-,1 of the inctituti:onc.

-14-
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Student Selection and Orientation

Rationale for this topic area: Institutions have a responsibility to

engage in certain affirmative disclo.aire practices to insure that enrolled

students are aware of their rights and responsibilities.

1. Does this institution conduct an on-going program of orientation for

newly enrolled students?

0 no

0 yes

If you answered "no," go on to the next section.

2. Does this student orientation include the following? (Check all

that apply)

0 An orientation newsletter 3r handbook.

0 Oral or written presentations by students who have been
enrolled for one year or more.

0 Instructions-on how and where to voice complaints and grievances.

0 Availability of student financial aid.

0 Other, please describe.



,J 01) I ItaCelli(Itl SCI.VieeS an d 140110W-Th 1'0 (01'

,Rat:onato for this topic arna: Two related topic arcas are actually

If inn t7i-utions do not claim to off,:o plczncmiq

it in ufoourse not mandatory that they do no. Uplacemnnt annistanoe

in oilfra'1, it shout-a convict of certain essential rcro7'ons lont it lid

not hi,,,g mow than a nhoddy sales gimwick. Regardlcan of whethcp or not

pLw..w. assisanca is offered, fo4low-through (cn follow-up ofgraduat('' s

caul ch,m,,(:) is essential as a method for evaluating the relevance and

cf.jc,io,wass of an institution's occupati.onal training programs.

1. Does this institution claim to offer placement services or assistance

in any of its advertising or general public information documents?

(Cheek one)

mnV "ye

0 Yes, for a fee.

0 Yes, for free.

If you checked "no" to item 1, go on to item 4.

2. Does the placement assistance offered by this institution include the

following aspects? (Check all that apply)

0 Assistance in preparing a resume'.

0 Formal training in job-seeking and job-holding skills

0 Contacting prospective employers and making job interview
appointments for students.

0 Referral to a commercial placement service.

0 Collation and distribution of "Help Wanted" ads from a newspaper.

0 Assistance in finding part-time jobs.

0 Other, please describe.

1t

t,

8c;
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Rai for atrial 2: Any goina:nr p laoctn,-mt eery pro rin.'; at

m r "I; 41 °I' Ci/l'; j01) (1CM! lOpMCM ( C'Orl irtml-,cctivci

nvar, g 1:01:nib le openings), training in job sooking an.1

7 ::,.he.qvling intt:rolows for rtudents, for 10th ;7 ?1(1

-t-1). jobs. Any place-Jnt ,twice which does n,if

in in danc1,-,P of !ring a char:Ado.

3. Who is eligible for the placement assistance offered by this insti-
tution? (Check all that apply)

0 Currently enrolled part-time students.

0 Currently enrolled full-time students.

0 Former students who did not graduate

o Recent graduates (within one year of graduation).

0 Any graduates.

0 Other, please describe.

Ratic,:lo7e for item 3: None of these peroons should be exclud.,7 from

as,;:stance unless the exclusion in clearly dlaclosed in thc
isi:itulL.)n's catalog or other public docz,nents.

4. Does this institution regularly collect data on employment success

(however defined) from the following sources? (Check all that apply)

0 Former students who lid not graduate.

0 Recent graduates (within one year of graduation).

0 Employers of recent graduates.

0 Other, please describe.

Rationale for item 4: With the efficiency of modern sampling and follow-
through techniques, even Zack of a large budget is no excuse for not tryin 7
to collect conic (42ta on the ultimate desiavd outcome of occupational
traininj progr6ms: employmrni SUCCPCS.
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It veorcil.ceping Prttetkles

oP 17.;;; 1(1,1C: fn;,1,11711.iono whiA do"not ad(2quatcZy

e;-nt2'(41 o(v I ion make' ex tromt-Zu d ffieul t JOY

,au.)%ict iiifL form,- .;1,,,Icnt:; to aco(,as t1u-ii whon thure is a need to do so.

Itlor, 07, on in;;titi&im should cease operations, lack of a record

pc)/1- cal? c:zuse rImat inconvenicw,c and even abuse of OHYTOit

I. Are individual student records maintained which contain the following

items? (Check all that apply)

0 Total fees paid by the student.

0 Courses taken and completed by the student.

0 Class attendance history in all courses.

0 Academic credits, grades, earned by the student.

0 FinanLidl did amuunLs, including loans, if any, received by
the student.

0 Other, please describe.

2. Does this institution have a written policy for maintaining individual

student records in the event of a closure or change in ownership or

control status? (Check all that apply)

0 No.

0 Yes, but it does not insure direct student access for a period
of at least 2 years following closure.

0 Yes, and it insures direct student access for a period of at
-least 2 years following closure.

0 Yes, and it is available in writing to all enrolled students.
.

0 Other, please describe.
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stability or rnstruetiono Staff

Rational,. for th14.1 topic: (inc of the moot 67,8turbin41 educatonal ex-

pcpicnc, o is thc toPnover of inoti:Juctional otaff during a tour c. Rach

tuvaJop oau000 extr(ma diolipt:./A1 and too:: of coo,wtal cont-nnit.y.

FurthoPm2re, axcconv,? staff I:notability Ic no doubt cm indicator of dooper

trouble:, in an inctitation.

1. During the previous calendar year, in how many courses offered by

your institution was the instructor replaced after instruction had

begun? (Fill in the number)

courses

2. This represented what percentage of the total number of courses offered

during this calendar year? (Fill in the number)

peiLeitagv

3. In pnycourses offered during the previous calendar year, was the

instructor replaced twice ur more often? (Check one)

0 no

0 yes
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Itepre$-;catation of Chartered, Approved, or Accredited S t,t Its

Rat-i.ow170 for 11"1i Studcolo ohou7d h(! acouratrZy fo2'iu ahula,
1:110 rt'-u(iv; of inut,i1u1.1 wi1-11 occr.7,-1 1.O 0lifir1-01.1-17g, ovpHouctl
ac-t!pcdilation, and any pcnding lugal actiona. It Is th,- /
of 13,c to p,ovde and not to miroprosent infumo'fon.

1. Is your institution currently on suspension, probabion, or some other
form of sanction for noncompliance with designated standards, by any
of the following? (Check all that apply)

0 a local agency (e.g., Consumer Protection Agency, Better
Business Bureau)

0 a state agency (e.g., State VA Approval Agency, Attorney General)
0 a federal' government agency (e.g., Federal Trade Commission)
0 a private accrediting agency or body

0 other, please describe

If you did not check any of the above, go on to item 3.

2. Is (Are) the fact(s) of the above sanction(s) publicly disclosed to
enrolled students and potential students? (Check all that apply)

0 No.

0 Yes, but not in writing.

0 Yes, in writing to all enrolled students.

0 Yes, in writing to all applicants.

0 Other, please describe.
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.)natc fop item P: 1lotitutio,24; that hap suoh 4notions impo:;td (1wly

buqily dio,!loso the nor do they give cut informItiou on tha

ox pratiees lad to "h,: sanctions. Although there is th,'

h(41 Ili'' Lane',..onrt wora unjuotbly aql an in5ti,t4,11:tvi

mo thcrafow tin proc.oss in all atlOmid 10 ban' tJu'r pr-

it: 1.,,o;;;;.14, l a .1 fiat 0.3p.7 d r. a- COOg 7 00;:(
f«,'.(-.q of tiro zrunc,t;'.0n should be 1r:ride available to stud.7at1: and potchtlal

cnrolL3cs.

3. Do the public representations. of this institution clearly distinguish

between instituijonal and specialized program accreditation, state

VA-approving agency course approval , and state licensing and chartcring?

(Check one)

0 no

0 yes

fui iton 3: Tnsti,tut:-ons sometimes intentiona iy nnIsreprc nen t

thi 1.P StO tVr; inferri'm it is more comprche;:c!_ve or rrel3t:gious 1.hcb7 in

Distinotious among the above statuses should always be made ulcer.
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Fin ati tt I Sin

Rationale for this topic: As nj regula?,ory bodies have discoorTr,1 too

"late, it is o(vj d:fiicult to either measure or ouuvd tioainst f;nsaal

iwtabilit:, in a posIs,,..ondavy institution. hooevor, c(vtain

aro MOP likely thaa others to insure that institutions do not close down,

baoiag st ats wIth no rucouvee. Regulatory bodies should know ab,,n

practL.co of institutions for which they are responsible; consuh,,':,,a

should also of those practices.

1. Are the financial records and reports of this institution subjected

to the following audits or inspections? (Check all that apply)

0

0

0

0

Annual uncertified audit by an accounting firm.

Annual certif. ied audit by an accounting firm.

Inspection by any state regulatory agencies.

InspPetion by any federal regulatory agencies.

Other, please describe.

2. Does this institution have an endowment or retained earnings fund to

pay operating expenses not covered by student tuition receipts?

(Check one)

0 no

0 yes

Rationale for item 2: Institutions which do not have such financial re-

sources are forced to rely too heavily on income from tuition to meet their

each flow needs. When tuition ebbs and flows as it always does, these

schools "teeter on the brink of financial disaster"; indeed, the inability

to get through a dry period of tuition inflow has caused many school

closures.
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3. Do the financial reporting practices of this institution report

unearned tuition as assets:

0 no

0 yes

1i..,ti,m,2L: fop it 3: This is a no-no.

4. Is this institution currently engaged in bankruptcy proceedings or

does it currently plan to enter into formal bankruptcy proceedings

during the next 12 months?

0 no

0 yes

M:.:unale for item 4: Schools that arc failing financially will typEoally

i-his fact to students until the actual date they clone

of,:rutloac. Not knowing the financial problems of their school in advo,icc.

of u ozowi,iu studenLa Will cwsamo mi.6tukuau 1)1(21. i,71(; z;c4ruu-1:

op-?ratiunally stable and may .make long term `financial and other commil,,. Tt8

bm:cd on that assumption.

If you answered "no" to item 4, go on to the next section.

5. Does this institution publicly disclose information about bankruptcy

proceedings that are underway. or planned?

0 no

0 yes

9.3
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The following items are asked in an attempt to gather data which will-he

v,eful 'in validotinu some of the indieator.J previously collected.

eoch to the best or :v'ur knowledgc.. Fxact numbrrs arc

no required.

1. What. is the average dropout rate of entering students during

first ye-of of cnrollm.2nt?

permit of iniLial first-year enroilmmL

How do you estimate this rate?

their

2. What is the average placement rate for occupational program graduates

in training-related jobs during the first year dfter graduation?

percent of graduates

percent of graduatesWho sought employment

How do you estimate these rates?

3. What percentage of die currently enrolled student body is receiving

the following

percent

percent

percent

percent

percent

benefits?

receiving

receiving

receiving

receiving

receiving

Federally Insured Student Loans (FISL)

state Guaranteed Student Loans (GSL)

Veterans Administration Benefits

Basic Educational Opportunity Grants

loans or benefits other than the above

How do you estimate the above percentage(s)?
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Mit was the average student loan default rate during the past calendar

year?

percent 'of total FISL recipients were reported as being in default

percent of total GSL recipients were reported as being in deilaulL

How do you estilo:tte the above percentage(s)?
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